
Integrate your Hybrid
Solar/Diesel Sites with

ENVISION

Benefits at a glance

Through Envision Monitoring & Control solution, the client is 
provided with an automated data collection and intelligent 
data-driven control system that can mange the integration of their 
solar power plants with a diesel generator set, or synchronizing bank.
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Our EN-CORE gateway controller can be installed and connected near the demand and generation meters for 
collection and upload of energy data + alarms (setup tutorials and instructions are easily accessible through the 
website and media channels).
 
As default data is retrieved using the Modbus protocol over RTU or TCP, but other protocols can be integrated 
upon request.

Via the onboard LAN interface, the device can be easily configured via the local network to adjust system 
parameters and optimize the EN-CORE for most efficient PV-diesel integration to both maximize savings and 
safeguard the diesel engines.

As shown in the graph, EN-CORE curtails the exact amount of solar power to maximize solar penetration while 
maintaining minimum loading on the gensets. The same unit and operating principle can also be applied to 
grid-tied systems to create a “zero-export” solution and avoid penalties from the grid operator. If the project 
site is located in a variable grid setting, where both zero-export and genset paralleling is required, this can be 

handled via a single EN-CORE unit
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EN-COREwill retrieve the real-time demand & 
generation at site in order to calculate the 
optimal solar inverter set point. This preserves 
the genset minimum loading while yielding as 
much solar power as possible.



As shown in the graph, the moment there was a sudden load decrease, the system 
will react intelligently by dropping the solar inverter power to bring back the genset 

loading to its minimum load.

Envision has partnered with leading devioce 
manufacturer in order to properly safeguard 
againts communication failure

A sudden load decrease that could possibly occur 
during a system maintenance at the site or, for 
instance, a high power-consuming appliance or 
device has been shut off. 

To prevent this, Envision device (ENCORE) will 
communicate with Genset controllers and inverters 
to accurately reduce or increase the generation, 
therefore protecting the devices.

Taking care of
INVERTERS
& GENSETS



Data Export & Visualization

What is needed to 
implement this Integration?

Raw CSV data can be manually retrieved via extraction from SD card or more conviniently, exported via the  Envision 
Monitoring web platform as the collected data is automatically uploaded to our cloud server and is visually displayed 
there under the SYSTEMS view. 

Access to real-time, high resolution data offers the client unparalleled insights into energy usage, budget forecasting 
and environmental compliance. The seamless integration of embedded control devices with cloud based monitor-
ing makes Envision a unique and unrivaled value proposition in the PV-diesel integration market.

ITEMS

ENVISION Controller

ENVISION Meters

Cabling for ENCORE to meters,
inverter,and genset controller

EN-CORE 522 (See guide for installation)

DETAILS

EN-GAUGE  (Varies depending on whether single-phase or three-phase)
Measures energy consumption and generation

Could interface with non-Envision meters as long as supported (See List)

Data communication cable (CAT 5 or higher)

Power cable - Thermoplastic Fixture (TF) Wire 
(Preferably 600 Volts, 60 °C, Stranded)

Network Connection Local Area Network (Ethernet)

Mobile: 0917-534-1909
Land line: (02) 7624-386
Website: envision-monitoring.com
e-mail: info@envision-monitoring.com


